Lightzzz Sound to Sleep!

Form & Function

- Lightzzz are LED string lights with attached Blue Tooth micro-speakers.
- Lightzzz provide gentle lights and soothing white noise, proven to help sleep.
- Lightzzz come with a remote control, so users can choose the combo of sound and light color that will make falling asleep easier.

To purchase Lightzzz, visit our site!
Learn more at www.lightzzz.com.
1. Purchase at www.lightzzz.com ...and get ready to change the way you get your sleep going!

2. Open package, remove Lightzzz & the remote. Get excited for Zzz time!

3. Choose a spot close to an outlet. String lights around perimeter of room.

4. Plug into outlet & turn on with provided remote.

5. Use the remote to cycle through and choose just the right light color and soothing sound option. Get ready for sweet dreams time!
Do you have trouble falling & staying asleep?  
Forget counting sheep.  
Let Lightzzz lull you into dreamland instead.

Getting to sleep doesn't always come easy after hectic days that also create busy, busy minds hard to turn off. Research shows that creating a go-to-sleep routine can make it easier to transition into restful sleep.

Lightzzz are just what you need to help you travel to the land of nod.

Lightzzz let you create a soothing environment that helps lull you into sleep, with gentle light and soothing sounds. The soft glow of tiny lights and white noise sounds create a sensory experience perfect for quieting your mind, relaxing your body and heading into into restful Zzzzz land. The remote control means you can change the color or sound without moving an inch from the comfy confines of your bed.

Lightzzz are right for any age (use caution if stringing lights in rooms with young children to ensure they are out of reach.)

Restful sleep isn't just a "nice to have" -- it's essential for good health. Sleep doesn't happen without creating the right environment, though. Let Lightzzz become part of your good-night routine.

To purchase Lightzzz, visit our site!  
Learn more at www.lightzzz.com.
Show us how you style your Lightzzz by following and tagging our Instagram!

Learn more at www.lightzzz.com.